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City-Wide District Plan Review - Summary of Submissions and Further
Submissions - Hearing Time Allocations

Hello Maria
I hope you are able to assist with my request. If not, can you please forward to the relevant staff for its response?
Points in submissions
- The council has produced a summary of submissions, and using certain factors has differentiated my
submission into 124 ‘submission points’.
- The council has not produced a summary of further submissions that would enable my further submissions to
be categorised.
Hearing schedule
- The hearing panel appointed by the Council has produced a ‘draft hearing schedule’ based on eight ‘hearing
topics’.
- The hearing panel has asked submitters to indicate their hearing time requirements.
- Submitters are, apparently, required to determine themselves which ‘hearing topic’ applies to each of their
individual ‘submission points’, and to request time accordingly.
Corelation between hearing schedule, and my submission and further submission points
- I know the Council has differentiated my submissions into 124 ‘submission points’.
- I do not know how many ‘further submission points’ are raised by my further submissions.
- I do not know which of my ‘submission points’, and ‘further submission points’, apply to which of the deemed
draft scheduled ‘hearing topics’; and,
- Accordingly I’m unable to determine what time I require in which of allotted ‘hearing topic’ windows, and
therefore I’m not currently able to request the time I require.
Request
- Given the above, please provide me with the ‘hearing topic’ applicable to:
o each of my 124 submission points (as far as the council’s hearing management is concerned); and,
o each of my additional further submission points, (as far as the council’s hearing management is
concerned).
- If this request is met I’ll be able to request sufficient time at the appropriate scheduled hearing window.

I look forward to this clarification so I am able to request appropriate hearing appearance time.
Regards
Robyn Smith
c/- Brian Warburton
brian.warburton@xtra.co.nz
029 479 6755
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